Your mobile forensic operations have never been more critical. But many mobile forensic organizations have become challenging to manage, having grown quickly over a short period of time. To make the most of your mobile forensic investment, you need to make sure you are in control of your systems and not the other way around.

XEC Director is that vital piece of the puzzle that lets you build, tailor and streamline a truly complete and effective mobile forensics system for your organization. It is a centralized management solution that lets you connect all your MSAB mobile forensic extraction tools into a single network.

Welcome to XEC Director, the most effective and powerful way to manage mobile forensics.
XEC Director lets you control your mobile forensic system from one central location, pushing out watch lists and new software updates, monitoring users and processes, and creating management information reports. And you can quickly send newly extracted device data from a field location to your lab or to an analyst or investigator.

XEC Director puts you in charge of a faster, more effective and much more flexible mobile forensics organization.

**CENTRALIZED AUDITING AND LOG OF ACTIVITIES**
Lets you remotely review the logs for all devices in your system to see who performed what function and when.

**POWERFUL REPORTING**
Gives you tailor-made reports of vital management information that let you make more informed decisions and allocate resources better. An easy way to find and follow up on KPI’s.

**REMOTE ASSISTANCE**
Lets you update software, manage licenses and select automatic update routines for entire systems from one place. Also allows remote diagnostics and the possibility of assisting users experiencing difficulties.

**DETAILED USER CONTROL**
Allows you to see and manage all active users in your system remotely, for example by creating, adding or deleting users, defining their individual permissions and managing their workflows, grouping them and setting standardized group permissions and so on.

**AUTOMATIC PASSWORD UPDATES**
Gives you greater ease of use since XEC Director utilizes standard Windows Domain logins, with password changes automatically carried over from Windows to XE.

**MODERN INTERFACE**
Lets you admin the system via network, using an intuitive and modern interface, in order to be more effective.
“Sitting with XEC in one central location, there were huge savings to be made in time and efficiency.”

“The benefits I have found, with the kiosks, was that the workflow can be customized.”

“It saves so much time and is so simple to use that it is essential, really.”

SIMON CRAWLEY, FORMERLY POLICE SERGEANT AT METROPOLITAN POLICE COUNTER TERRORISM COMMAND, GLOBAL PROJECT MANAGER MSAB

PRODUCT HIGHLIGHTS
- Network Management Control
- Manage Use Efficiently
- Centralized Logging of Activity
- Management Information
- Central Control of Users, Licenses and Updates
- Lock Systems to Skill Levels of Users
- Control and Audit of Available Systems
- Remote Assistance to Users
- Remote Administration for IT Depts

FUNCTIONS
- Users
- Groups
- Systems
- Logs
- Reports
- About
- Custom Reports

PRODUCT REQUIREMENTS
- Windows 10 OS 64Bit
- Intel Atom Dual Core Processor @ 1.33Ghz, 4GB RAM, 250GB HDD
- MSAB Kiosk Connected to LAN
- Microsoft SQL Server 2017 Enterprise, Standard or Developer
- Valid XEC Director License
- Windows Active Directory (required for some features)

FEATURES
- Control Workflow Sequences
- Manage Root Directory for Extractions
- Specify Extraction Profiles
- Set Localized Time, Date, Language Rules for Filename Creation

XEC LICENSE INCLUDES
- Kiosk Remote Administration & Management Tool Setup Package applicable to all installations
- Manage up to 10 Kiosks remotely from one central PC for user configuration, workflow & data management
- Support, Maintenance & Version Updates for 12 months

The detailed user control allows managers to see and manage all active users in your system remotely, for example by creating, adding or deleting users, defining their individual permissions and managing their workflows, grouping them and setting standardized group permissions.

Contact sales@msab.com to get started today.
The Ecosystem of mobile forensics

Combined together, all our products, platforms and services form a complete Ecosystem of mobile forensics. No matter the type of users, locations, digital mobile devices or environments you work in; we provide tools designed to meet your particular needs. A solution from MSAB ensures best practice workflows for all stakeholders in your organization: front-line personnel, investigators, analysts and managers.

### MSAB SERVICES

Services that enable your organization to deliver consistent best practice digital forensic results, develop your personnel and allow you to utilize your assets to the best effect.

- **Strategy**
- **Implementation**
- **Training**
- **Support**

### MSAB PLATFORMS

We supply MSAB software on different hardware platforms to suit different user levels and environments: Open platforms for traditional Windows computers with point-and-click interfaces, and turnkey platforms for easier-to-use systems with touch screen interfaces.

### THE XRY FILE FORMAT

The XRY file format keeps evidence secure and accounted for at all times, with a full forensic audit trail and protection of the evidence from initial extraction through analysis to the final report or presentation.